**Martin Luther King Jr. Hours of Service**

Dining hours of service will temporarily shift with regards to the Martin Luther King Jr. holiday. View all the changes and the regular spring semester hours of service online at [www.wakeforest.campusdish.com](http://www.wakeforest.campusdish.com).

**Scales Fine Arts Center: Green Scene Express and Starbucks**

Made fresh every day, salads and sandwiches in recyclable packaging will be available at the Scales Fine Arts Center through the new Green Scene Express vendor. Starbucks coffee will also be available! Free sampling of the fresh deli selections will be on January 20th, 2015 in the lobby of the Scales Fine Arts Center.

**Fresh Food Company “TASTE” Menu**

This spring semester, the Fresh Food Company will feature an innovative, exciting, and interactive dishes through the new “TASTE” menu. Exciting new dishes will be featured each week and will elevate the dining experience while showcasing the creativity of the culinary team.

**Bistro ‘34 Weekly Old Gold Specials**

Back by popular demand, Bistro ‘34 will be featuring weekly Old Gold specials! The Old Gold specials will feature local and sustainable ingredients when available. Old Gold Swipes can also be used for 50% off entrée salads and entrée plates at Bistro ‘34. Find out more about Old Gold swipes at [www.wakeforest.campusdish.com](http://www.wakeforest.campusdish.com).

**New Year’s Resolutions: Chat with the Dietitian!**

Keep those healthy New Year resolutions! Visit the Fresh Food Company for lunch on January 26th to speak with Kate Ruley, our registered dietitian, as she dishes out the truth on fad diets. She’ll be joined by Chobani representatives with Greek yogurt samples and additional educational materials.